The structure and breakup properties of the dense-spray region of nonevaporating pressure-atomized sprays were studied. The multiphase mixing layer near the injector exit was emphasized, considering large-scale (9.5-mm injector diameter) water jets injected vertically downward in still room air. Phase-discriminating laser velocimetry and double-pulse holography were used to measure phase velocities and drop-size properties for both nonturbulent and turbulent jet exit conditions. Present test conditions involved two types of primary breakup: 1) aerodynamic breakup for nonturbulent jets where properties could be correlated using earlier aerodynamic breakup theories; and 2) turbulent breakup for turbulent jets where drop properties could be related to liquid turbulence properties. Both mechanisms yielded Weber numbers exceeding secondary drop breakup limits near the liquid surface. Significant effects of separated flow were observed for present test conditions; however, scaling analysis suggests reduced effects of separated flow at higher injector velocities and ambient pressures-largely due to finer atomization.
The present investigation seeks to contribute to this methodology by studying the dense-spray region near the exit of the injector passage for pressure atomization. Experiments were limited to relatively large-scale (9.5-mm injector diameter) nonevaporating round water jets injected into still air at normal temperatures and pressures. Earlier measurements of liquid volume fractions, entrainment rates, and dispersed-phase properties in the dense-spray region of these flows 1 -2 were extended to provide gas-phase and additional dispersed-phase properties. The new measurements, along with additional information obtained from the data of Ruff et al., 1 were used to continue study of locally homogeneous-flow (LHF) analysis of the process, e.g., analysis based on the assumption of infinitely fast interphase transport rates so that both phases have the same velocity and are in thermodynamic equilibrium at each instant and point within the flow. Present measurements were limited to the atomization breakup regime where a multiphase mixing layer along the edge of the flow begins to develop right at the injector exit. 3 ' 4 Jet exit conditions involved both slug and fully developed turbulent pipe flow because past work had shown sensitivity of dense-spray properties to liquid-phase turbulence levels.
1 - 2 For atomization breakup, the flow near the injector exit involves a liquid core (much like the potential core of a single-phase jet), surrounded by a multiphase mixing layer that begins to develop right at the injector exit. 3 - 5 The dense-spray region is normally considered to include both the liquid core and the multiphase mixing layer up to the point where the liquid core disappears. There have been several studies of the length of the liquid core, taken as the length of unbroken liquid extending from the passage exit. 6 ' 8 Findings indicate that this length is influenced by the breakup regime, turbulence properties at the injector exit, and the gas/liquid density ratio. For atomization breakup of typical liquids in gases at atmospheric pressure, however, the dense-spray region extends quite far from the injector, ca. 200-400 injector diameters. Thus, dense sprays are an important feature of spray injection processes due both to their extent and their influence on drop properties at the start of the dilute-spray region.
The multiphase mixing layer is also affected by the breakup regime, jet exit turbulence properties, and the density ratio of the flow. 11 Ruff et al. 1 provide information on liquidphase properties in the multiphase mixing layer for water jets in still air at atmospheric pressure, using double-pulse holography to find liquid element (drop) sizes and velocities. It was found that the multiphase mixing layer had liquid volume fractions less than 1% for their test conditions. The inner portion of the mixing layer contained large irregularly shaped liquid elements and drops while the proportion of spherical drops increased and drop sizes decreased with increasing radial distance, suggesting significant effects of secondary breakup in the flow. The velocities of large drops were generally much larger than small drops, implying that separated flow effects were important as well. Increased turbulence levels at the jet exit had a substantial effect on the structure of the flow, increasing the number and size of irregular liquid elements by promoting ejection of liquid from the liquid surface and increasing the width of the liquid-containing region of the multiphase mixing layer. Wu et al. 9 also observed significant effects of jet exit conditions on the rate of spread of the outer edge of the multiphase mixing layer.
The complexities of dense sprays-involving stripping of liquid from the all-liquid core, the presence of irregular liquid elements, secondary breakup, and turbulent dispersion of drops toward the edge of the flow-make the LHF approximation attractive as a means of circumventing detailed descriptions of these phenomena. Ruff et al. 2 found that LHF predictions were reasonably effective for estimating distributions of liquid volume fractions for atomization breakup in the region where mean liquid volume fractions were greater than 0.2. However, the multiphase mixing layer dominates flow properties at lower liquid volume fractions and exhibits significant effects of separated flow, which limits the effectiveness of the LHF approximation. 1 Other evaluations of the LHF approximation find varying degrees of success, at times yielding encouraging results and at other times overestimating the rate of development of the flow as the spray becomes dilute. 12 Unfortunately, methods for determining conditions when the LHF approximation is appropriate for dense sprays have not been developed. The main difficulty is that success of the LHF approximation depends on drops being small enough to respond quickly to changes in gas properties, while information on both drop sizes and gas properties in dense sprays is very limited.
The objective of the present investigation was to seek a better understanding of the properties of dense sprays by studying both gas-and dispersed-phase velocities in the multiphase mixing layer for the same test conditions as Ruff et al.
-
2 Coupled with the existing measurements of liquid-phase properties (drop sizes and velocities), this provides a relatively complete picture of the structure of these flows. Furthermore, knowledge of both drop size distributions and phase velocities allows direct evaluation of primary breakup properties, the propensity for secondary drop breakup, and quantitative estimates of effects of separated flow. Mean and fluctuating gas velocities near the edge of the multiphase mixing layer were measured using phase-discriminating laser velocimetry (LV), whereas double-pulse holography was used near the liquid surface where LV was no longer feasible. The measurements were compared with predictions based on the LHF approximation to help provide a measure of separated-flow effects. Scaling considerations of drop breakup and response were also used to interpret dense-spray properties and gain insight concerning use of the LHF approximation.
The paper begins with brief descriptions of experimental methods and the approach used for the LHF computations. Experimental results are then described, considering phase velocities, liquid breakup properties, and separated-flow parameters. The paper concludes by considering scaling of various processes in the flow. The present discussion is brief; additional details and a complete tabulation of data can be found in Ruff.
13

Experimental Methods
Apparatus
The experimental apparatus was identical to past work, 1 -2 and will be described only briefly. The arrangement involved large-scale (9.5-mm injector diameter) water jets injected vertically downward in still room air. City water was supplied to the injector by a centrifugal pump with the water flow rate measured using a paddle-wheel flow meter that was calibrated by collecting water for timed intervals. The slug and fully developed flow injectors were also identical to Ruff et al.,
1 -2 and are described by Ruff. 13 Measurements of mean and fluctuating velocities across the exit of the injectors 13 showed that the slug flow injector provided relatively uniform velocities, with a streamwise turbulence intensity of roughly 1%, at the jet exit, while the fully developed flow injector yielded jet exit properties that approximated fully developed turbulent pipe flow. 14 - 15 The tests involved a mean jet velocity of 56.3 m/s, yielding other jet exit parameters as follows: water flow rate, 3.99 kg/s; Reynolds number, 534,000; Weber numbers based on gas and liquid densities, 500 and 412,000, respectively; and Ohnesorge number, 0.00121. These conditions are well within the atomization breakup regime and properly yielded a multiphase mixing layer that began at the exit of the injector.
3 -
4
Instrumentation
Laser Velocimetry
The ambient air was seeded with condensed oil particles having diameters less than 1 /^m for LV measurements. The seeding particles had a flat frequency response to the gas motion up to about 30 kHz, which was adequate for present LV measurements. A large enclosure (3 x 3 x 4 m high) was constructed around the spray facility to avoid contaminating laboratory equipment with seeding particles. For an enclosure of this size, the induced counterflow velocity is less than 2% of the axial velocities in the region measured near the edge of the jets.
A phase-discriminating LV system, similar to that of Modarress et al., 16 was used to avoid biasing gas-phase velocity signals with liquid velocity signals. The LV signal was obtained using the green line (514.5 nm) of an argon-ion laser (4W, Coherent, INNOVA 90-4) in the dual-beam forward-scatter mode. A 3.75:1 beam expander was used to minimize the dimensions of the measuring volume and to improve signalto-noise ratios. The plane of the LV beams was rotated to measure both streamwise and crosstream velocities. The LV was frequency shifted (40 MHz Bragg cell, TSI model 9180-12) to eliminate effects of directional bias and ambiguity. The receiving optics observed the probe volume of the LV at an angle of 30 deg from the forward-scattering direction, yielding a measuring volume having a diameter of 60 /urn and a length of 110 /im.
The phase-discrimination system involved surrounding the LV measuring volume with the beam from a 5-mW HeNe laser directed at an angle of 15 deg from the LV axis, with collection optics in the forward-scattering direction also at an angle of 15 deg from the LV axis. This yielded a region viewed by the discriminator that had a diameter of 0.6 mm and a length of 1.3 mm, surrounding the LV measuring volume. Thus, droplets that could graze or cross the LV measuring volume yielded a scattering signal on the discriminator output so their velocities could be eliminated from the velocity record.
The LV scattering signal was recorded using a photomultiplier (TSI model 9160) and processed using a burst counter (TSI model 1990 C). The measurements involved low burst densities (one seeding particle in the measuring volume) and high data densities (time between validated velocity signals small in comparison to integral time scales); therefore, the analog output of the processor was time averaged to yield unbiased time averages. This involved low-pass filtering (Ithaco model 4213) of the output signal before it was digitized (LeCroy models 8212A/8 and 8800A) and transferred to a microcomputer for processing and storage.
The performance of the phase-discriminator system was checked by measuring LV data rates with and without seeding particles present. It was required that the LV data rate at least double for the measurements to be considered valid. Additionally, no measurement was accepted if more than 40% of the LV signal was rejected due to signals from the phase discriminator system. Evaluation of this approach, using velocities of small particles measured by double-pulse holography as an upper bound for gas velocities, indicated significant upward bias of LV gas velocity measurements by particles if these limits were exceeded.
LV signals were averaged for 2 min (128,000 samples) to provide repeatable values of mean and fluctuating gas velocities. Experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) are estimated to be less than 8% for mean streamwise velocities, and less than 15% for streamwise and cross-stream velocity fluctuations, largely dominated by finite sampling times. Measurements were repeatable well within these limits.
Double-Pulse Holography
LV data rates from drops alone were too high near the liquid surface so that double-pulse holography was used in this region. This approach is tedious and less accurate, due to difficulties in accumulating sufficient velocity samples and reduced particle response because only particles having diameters of roughly 5 ju-m and greater could be measured. Nevertheless, holography provided access to portions of the multiphase mixing layer that were no longer feasible using LV.
Ruff et al. 1 describe the hplocamera and reconstruction systems. Velocity data were obtained over 6 X 6 x 4 mm volumes, using at least three holograms per position. The data were spatially averaged over the width of the measuring volumes, or ± one-half the distance between adjacent radial positions, whichever was smaller. Velocity measurements were based on the motion of the centroid of the image and were correlated as a function of diameter using a linear least squares fit, considering drops having diameters less than 30 jam for present estimates of gas velocities. This typically involved correlation of 50-150 individual velocity determinations. The value given by the fit at a diameter of 5 /an, which is the lower end of the range that could be resolved, was used as the estimate of mean gas velocities. Unfortunately, sample sizes were too small to obtain reliable estimates of velocity fluctuations.
Gradient broadening and bias errors of mean gas velocities were not significant for present conditions, yielding experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) estimated to be less than 30%, largely governed by sampling limitations (except as noted later). Experimental uncertainties (95% confidence) for Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and mass median diameter (MMD) were both less than 10%, largely governed by sampling limitations, similar to past work. 2 
Theoretical Methods
Predictions of flow properties were based on the LHF approximation, neglecting evaporation of the liquid, similar to Ruff et al. 1 Other major assumptions of the analysis are as follows: steady (in the mean) axisymmetric flow with no swirl; negligible kinetic energy and viscous dissipation of the mean flow; buoyancy only affects the mean flow; and equal exchange coefficients of all species and phases. Under these assumptions, the flowfield can be found using a simplified version of the conserved-scalar formalism of Lockwood and Naguib 17 but based on mass-weighted (Favre) averages, following Bilger.
18 Initial conditions were based on the LV velocity measurements of jet properties at the injector exit, 13 supplemented by available information on the properties of fully developed turbulent pipe flows when appropriate. 14 ' 15 Justification of the assumptions and other details of the LHF predictions can be found in Ruff et al.
1 Notably, the formulation has been successfully calibrated for a variety of constant-and variable-density single-phase round jets. 19 Additionally, the same formation has been used successfully to estimate the structure of turbulent round air jets injected into water, which involves the same density ratio as the present flow. 20 Thus, the main issue of the present evaluation is the adequacy of the LHF approximation in the near-injector region for liquid injection into gases.
Results and Discussion
Phase Velocities
Mean Velocities
Measured mean velocities in the multiphase mixing layer for slug and frilly developed flow jet exit conditions are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Velocities are plotted as a function of r/x, the radial similarity variable for turbulent jets, to indicate the width of the flow; however, flow properties do not exhibit similarity in the r/x coordinate system. Three sets of velocity measurements are shown: continuous (gas)-phase mean velocities found using the phase-discriminating LV; dispersed (drop)-phase mean velocities for 5-/mi-diameter particles, measured using double-flash holography (which are taken to be representative of mean gas-phase velocities in the region where LV was no longer feasible); and Favre-averaged velocities of the mixture as a whole for comparison with predictions. The Favre-averaged velocities were found by summing over the sample volume V containing N drops, as follows:
where drop size and velocity determinations included the full range of the data reported by Ruff et al. 1 Mean gas velocities in Eq. (1) were obtained from the LV measurements, if available, or from holography measurements (based on 5-ju,m-diameter drops), otherwise. The range of positions of the liquid surface, observed using holography, is indicated by the crosshatched regions in the figures. Finally, LHF predictions of Favre-averaged velocities are also illustrated on the plots. Two predictions are shown for slug flow, ignoring and allowing for boundary-layer development along the walls of the injector passage, the latter using a flow development length of Lid = 5. These limits should bound the properties of the slug flow injector; however, differences between the two predictions are not very significant. The results for slug flow jet exit conditions ( Fig. 1 ) exhibit reasonably good agreement between mean velocity measurements found by LV and particle tracking in the region where they overlap. Gas velocities remain quite low in the mixing layer, and only increase slightly near the liquid surface as distance from the injector exit increases. Near the injector exit, Favre-averaged velocities are significantly greater than gas velocities except near the outer edge of the mixing layer. Farther from the injector, however, differences between phase velocities are only significant near the liquid surface. Nevertheless, separated-flow effects are important throughout the mixing layer and LHF predictions of mean velocities are not satisfactory.
The results for the fully developed jet exit conditions (Fig.  2 ) exhibit greater differences between mean velocities found by LV and particle tracking than for slug flow jet exit conditions. In general, velocities measured by particle tracking are biased upward from the LV results. This is felt to be the result of the breakup of larger liquid elements that are more common for fully developed flow than for slug flow, generating small drops with relatively high initial velocities. Measurement of the velocity of these drops before they relax to the gas velocity would tend to bias present velocity measurements toward higher velocities. The extent of this effect is difficult to quantify; therefore, the particle velocities of Fig.  2 are at best representative of an upper bound on gas velocities. Similar to slug flow, gas velocities remain relatively low throughout the mixing layer, Favre-averaged velocities are generally significantly greater than gas velocities indicating significant effects of separated flow, and LHF predictions are not very satisfactory as a result.
Gas Velocity Fluctuations
Measured and predicted gas velocity fluctuations are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for slug and fully developed flow jet - 22 Other than indicating that velocity fluctuations should increase in the dense portions of the mixing layer, in a qualitative way, the LHF predictions of velocity fluctuations are not very useful. Table 1 is a summary of drop-size properties for nonturbulent and turbulent jet exit conditions. These properties were relatively independent of position along the liquid surface, and over the flow cross section if the region near the liquid surface was excluded. Thus, SMD and MMD/SMD ratio have been grouped accordingly in Table 1 with properties over the cross section represented by results at xld = 100. Gas velocities along the liquid surface varied irregularly due to experimental uncertainties so that only the range of values is summarized in Table 1 . Velocities in the liquid core remain close to jet exit velocities, ca. 56 m/s. sizes everywhere in comparison to nonturbulent conditions: roughly 7:1 after primary breakup at the surface, and roughly 2:1 over the cross section. In view of the larger drop sizes for a turbulent liquid, it is somewhat surprising that this flow mixes fastest (cf. Figs. 1 and 2 ). This behavior is due to faster primary breakup for the turbulent liquid, 1 perhaps with enhanced radial drop velocities due to radial velocity fluctuations in the liquid.
Liquid Breakup
Drop-Size Distributions
In spite of effects of turbulence on primary breakup, as well as secondary breakup, the MMD/SMD ratio is roughly 1.2 for all conditions in Table 1 . This value agrees with observations for a wide variety of nonevaporating dilute sprays. 23 This motivated examination of whether the drop-size distributions in the dense sprays satisfy Simmons' universal rootnormal drop-size distribution function. 23 These results are illustrated in Fig. 5 , considering every position measured for both nonturbulent and turbulent jet exit conditions. It is evident that the root-normal distribution with MMD/SMD = 1.2 provides a reasonably good fit of all the measurements. Notably, except for xld = 12.5, where effects of flow development are strongest, individual evaluations of the MMD/ SMD ratio yield a value of roughly 1.2 as well. The correlation of Fig. 5 is very helpful because the entire drop-size distribution can be related in a simple manner to SMD. 23 However, an explanation of this behavior and more evidence that it is generally suitable for dense sprays is needed.
Nonturbulent Primary Breakup
Present results indicate different breakup mechanisms for nonturbulent and turbulent liquids at otherwise identical conditions in the atomization breakup regime with low Oh. It is generally agreed that atomization breakup at low Oh involves a stripping mechanism for nonturbulent liquids. others, Levich 24 has proposed a formula to estimate drop sizes due to primary breakup for these conditions based on Taylor's   25 theory of aerodynamically induced growth of surface waves, assuming that the average diameter of drops formed at the surface is proportional to the wavelength of the unstable surface waves having the highest growth rates. Using SMD to represent the average drop diameter then yields
where C B is a constant of proportionality near unity. For present conditions, u fs is roughly equal to w 0 = 56.3 m/s, based on LHF computations, as well as measurements of the velocity of protuberances from the liquid surface. Then, matching the primary breakup SMD in Table 1 , using an average value of u gs , yields C B = 0.4. Since C B is expected to be on the order of unity, the aerodynamic primary breakup correlation of Eq. (2) appears to be reasonable for nonturbulent conditions within dense sprays. However, additional evaluation of the expression for other test conditions is clearly needed. 
Turbulent Primary Breakup
The much larger drop sizes after primary breakup for turbulent jet exit conditions are best explained by a turbulent breakup mechanism with relatively small aerodynamic effects. Lee and Spencer 26 report early observations of the turbulent breakup mechanism, based on tests at low ambient pressures where aerodynamic effects are negligible. Reitz 27 and Reitz and Bracco 28 also identify breakup induced by liquid-phase turbulence as one of the possible mechanisms contributing to the atomization process. This mechanism involves turbulent distortion of the liquid surface to form drops, with surface tension acting to stabilize the distortion, so that maximum drop sizes should be comparable to the radial integral scale of the liquid turbulence. Taking the SMD to be representative of maximum drop sizes, this implies SMD/A = c; (3) where C' t is a constant on the order of unity. Laufer 14 - 29 finds AJd = 0.10-0.15 for turbulent pipe flow while properties within the liquid core do not vary significantly from jet exit conditions based on the LHF computations.
1 Then, based on the SMD measurements in Table 1 for turbulent jet exit conditions, Eq. (3) yields C[ = 0.9-1.3, with the range resulting from Laufer's 29 range of AJd. Additionally, the ratio of streamwise to cross-stream integral scales for turbulent pipe flow is roughly 4:1, 29 which is comparable to the mass-averaged ellipticity (ratio of maximum to minimum liquid element dimensions) observed for turbulent breakup conditions near the liquid surface.
1 Thus, the turbulent breakup mechanism provides a plausible description of the large-scale features of the sprays after primary breakup.
Additional evidence supporting the turbulent breakup mechanism can be found by considering the criterion for this mechanism to be active. This can be estimated, similar to transition from the drip to the jetting regime of liquid jets in gases, 30 by equating the momentum available from turbulent fluctuations of scale d p to the surface tension forces resisting the formation of a drop of similar size. Using the relationship between velocity fluctuations and eddy size within the inertial region of the turbulence spectrum, 29 the expression for the range of drop sizes that can be formed by the turbulent primary breakup mechanism is where C, is a constant on the order of unity. Taking C, = 1, Eq. (4) implies that the minimum drop diameter resulting from turbulent breakup for the conditions of Table 1 is ca. 250 jLtm, which is in good agreement with observations. In contrast, Eq. (4) is not satisfied even when d p = A for the first wind-induced test condition for the present sprays.
-
2 This also corresponds to observations because the liquid surface only was roughened by turbulent distortion for this test condition and no drop breakup occurred. Thus, the turbulent breakup mechanism is consistent with present observations and deserves additional study over a wider range of test conditions.
Equations (3) and (4) also help to put observations of effects of liquid turbulence on primary breakup for the present largescale sprays into perspective. For example, small injector diameters imply relatively small maximum drop sizes from this mechanism, while the aerodynamic breakup correlation, Eq. (2) , is essentially independent of injector diameter (as long as Oh is sufficiently low. Thus, aerodynamic breakup is likely to be more dominant for conventional sized injectors, because it yields larger drops than turbulent breakup, even when jet exit conditions are fully turbulent. Additionally, most practical injectors have small length-to-diameter ratios so that liquid turbulence is not highly developed even when jet Reynolds numbers are large. Based on these considerations, turbulent primary breakup is probably not a major feature of most practical sprays, as suggested by Reitz 27 and Reitz and Bracco. 28 
Secondary Breakup
Criteria for secondary breakup are frequently stated in terms of a drop Weber number, defined as follows:
One criterion, discussed by Clift et al., 30 is based on water drops accelerated by shock waves, yielding:
We
We* pg = 6.5 (6) Another criterion, discussed by Pruppacker and Klett, 31 was obtained for liquid drops falling in still air:
We*. > We* = 8/C* n (7) For present test conditions, drop drag coefficients are in the range of 0.8-1.2 for the largest drops, based on the standard drag coefficient for spheres 5 ; therefore, Eqs. (6) and (7) yield similar values of We* g .
In order to quantify the potential for secondary drop breakup in the mixing layer, mass-weighted Weber numbers were computed as follows: (8) 6C, (4) given N drop measurements at a point. The resulting distributions of We g for the sprays having slug and fully developed jet exit conditions are plotted in Fig. 6 . The values of We g are greatest near the liquid surface and decrease monotonically with increasing distance from the surface. In general, values of We g near the liquid surface exceed We * g for breakup from Eqs. (6) and (7), supporting significant effects of secondary breakup in the mixing layer. The larger liquid elements ejected from the surface when the liquid is turbulent imply greater effects of secondary breakup for these conditions. Primary followed by secondary breakup is likely to be a general mechanism for dense sprays. For example, the value of We pg for a drop having a diameter equal to the SMD is roughly 8 for aerodynamic primary breakup from Eq. (2). Thus, drops having diameters of the order of the SMD and larger, which comprise more than half the mass of the liquid in the spray for MMD/SMD =. 1.2, have Weber numbers that exceed We* g from Eqs. (6) and (7) . Naturally, the turbulent breakup mechanism, if active, yields even larger values of SMD and a greater propensity for secondary breakup. These observations, as well as the relatively small liquid volume fractions within the multiphase mixing layer, 1 suggest that secondary breakup rather than drop collisions is a dominant feature of dense sprays.
Separated Flow Effects
The results illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 are somewhat misleading because small velocities give the impression that separated flow effects are small near the edge of the flow. This is not the case, which can be seen from the plots of Favreaveraged separated-flow factor, defined as follows:
Distributions of S are illustrated in Fig. 7 for both slug and fully developed jet exit conditions. Values of S approaching unity are observed throughout the mixing layer near the jet exit, and near the liquid surface for all stream wise positions. Values of S near the outer edge of the flow tend to decrease with increasing distance from the injector, however, approaching values in the range 0.1-0.2 for fully developed jet exit conditions at xld = 100. In spite of the presence of larger drops near the liquid surface, values of S are generally lower for fully developed than slug flow jet exit conditions.
The trends seen in Fig. 7 result from both the generation of drops at the liquid surface and momentum exchange between the phases in the mixing layer. Velocities within the liquid core remain near liquid injection velocities so that newly formed drops near the injector exit and along the liquid surface generally have velocities that are significantly greater than gas velocities, yielding relatively large values of 5. Drops near the outer edge of the flow, however, must have had significant residence times in the gas so that turbulent dispersion can transport them to this region. Therefore, drops near the edge of the flow tend to relax toward gas velocities, particularly when residence times are long (at large xld). Additionally, fully developed jet exit conditions increase drop concentrations in the mixing layer in comparison to slug flow exit conditions, causing greater acceleration of the gas within the mixing layer. This compensates for the higher velocities associated with larger drops produced by fully developed exit conditions and tends to reduce 5. Nevertheless, the values of S on the order of unity throughout most of the mixing layer, separated-flow effects are clearly important, which explains why predictions based on the LHF approximation are poor for present test conditions.
Scaling
Characteristic Times
Characteristic times are considered in the following to evaluate secondary breakup and effects of separated flow, and to help relate present observations for large sprays to practical pressure-atomized sprays. Characteristic times of interest are flow residence, liquid core residence, drop response, and drop breakup times. The largest drops are of interest, which have velocities of roughly w 0 ; therefore, an appropriate flow residence time is
where x is to be interpreted as the distance from the position where the drop entered the mixing layer after primary breakup.
It is also of interest to assess response over the length of the liquid core as a measure of the length of the dense-spray region. Taylor's 25 aerodynamic breakup analysis yields the following expression for the length of the liquid core:
Chehroudi et al. 8 find C c in the range 7-16 for the contiguous length of liquid core for pressure atomized round jets in still gases within the atomization breakup regime. Taking the characteristic velocity of large drops to be w 0 > the characteristic residence time of the liquid core becomes:
The largest drops have the longest characteristic response times. The results illustrated in Fig. 6 suggest that the largest drops have Weber numbers comparable to We* g from Eq. (6) for both laminar and turbulent liquid conditions, and this condition will be used as a measure of maximum drop sizes. This yields a critical drop size of = crWe*J(p g ul) (13) assuming that relative velocities are comparable to u 0 based on present measurements for large drops. 1 A characteristic response time for drops can be defined in terms of their rate of deceleration, as follows:
Virtual mass and Basset history forces generally can be ignored when computing drop motion in sprays because p f /p g » 1, while pressures within the mixing layer are constant; therefore, conservation of momentum for a drop yields 5 :
Stream wise velocities have been assumed to be large in comparison to cross-stream velocities to obtain Eq. (15), which is justified due to the boundary-layer character of the mixing layer. Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14), assuming u g « u p u Q as before, and using Eq. (13) to identify the critical drop size, then yields:
Because C D does not vary appreciably for large drops in sprays, 5 Eq. (16) shows that increased gas densities and jet exit velocities reduce drop response times, both due to effects of breakup which reduces drop sizes and the relative increase of drag in comparison to inertia of the drops for a particular size [see Eq. (15)].
Finally, the characteristic time required for secondary breakup is an important feature of dense sprays. As noted earlier, drop Weber numbers are not much greater than the breakup limit, so that deformation and stripping breakup are the main mechanisms of secondary breakup. 32 Therefore, adopting the correlation of Ranger and Nicholls 33 for stripping breakup yields Small values of r b lr c imply that secondary breakup times are small in comparison to the time required for drops to relax to the local gas velocity. Taking C£ = 1, as before, implies that T b /T p is ca. 0.1 for present test conditions so that secondary breakup is relatively fast, which agrees with observations that the largest drops were close to the liquid surface. Under these conditions, the outcome of secondary breakup has the greatest effect on dense-spray properties. At high pressures, however, T b /r p ~ 1 and breakup extends over distances required for drops to approach gas velocities; then, drop breakup must be treated like a finite rate process, similar to effects of drag and vaporization on drop motion.
Another perspective on secondary breakup can be found from the ratio of Eqs. (12) and (18) r b /r c -C b We* pg /(C c We g ) (20) which is the ratio of secondary breakup to liquid core residence time. For present test conditions, T b /r c ca. 0.005, so that breakup times are short in comparison to residence times in the mixing layer. This also agrees with observations that the large drops resulting from primary breakup were associated with the region near the liquid surface. However, this is not always the case. For example, transition from wind-induced to atomization breakup requires We g > We* = 13-40.
2 ' 3 Near the transition limit, T b /T c is in the range 0.1-0.3, which implies that secondary breakup proceeds rather slowly within the mixing layer (particularly because new drops are formed all along the liquid core). Under these conditions, rates of secondary breakup should control processes in dense sprays, somewhat like drop drag and vaporization tends to control processes in dilute sprays.
Insight concerning effects of separated flow can be obtained from (21) where large values of r f lr p correspond to regions of the flow where effects of separated flow are small. For present flows, drops continue to be formed at the liquid surface throughout the region where measurements were made. Therefore, characteristic distances, jc, and the corresponding values of r f lr p remain small, which is consistent with the large values of (u f -w g )/w / seen in Fig. 7 in this region. In contrast, drops near the edge of the flow originate near the jet exit. Then, estimating the empirical parameters in Eq. (21) as before, r f lr p varies in the range 0.5-4 as xld varies in the range 12.5-100. This implies significant effects of separated flow near the jet exit, with separated-flow effects decreasing near the edge of the flow at larger streamwise distances, which is also consistent with the results illustrated in Fig. 7 .
For a round jet, most of the liquid enters the mixing layer near the jet exit, and large values of the ratio r c /r p = (3C c C* D /4We Pg )(p g /p f r /2 We f (22) implies that separated-flow effects are small within the densespray region. 
Conclusions
The multiphase mixing layer in the near-injector region of large-scale pressure-atomized sprays was investigated, considering both nonturbulent slug and fully developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit. The major conclusions of the study are as follows:
1. Present measurements, combined with the earlier results of Ruff et al. 1 for the same flows, tend to support the classical view of atomization: a surprisingly dilute multiphase mixing layer (liquid volume fractions less than 1%) dominated by secondary breakup and separated-flow processes, while effects of collisions appear to be small.
2. Use of the LHF approximation was not effective for estimating the properties of the multiphase mixing layers for present test conditions, because large drops are continuously formed along the liquid surface and require significant times to relax to gas velocities. Characteristic time considerations suggest that locally homogenous flow is approached at large We f , with this limit approached more rapidly as p g /p f increases.
3. For nonturbulent jet exit conditions, the SMD for primary breakup agreed with aerodynamic breakup theory, 24 with C B = 0.4. For turbulent jet exit conditions, SMD for primary breakup was explainable by turbulent breakup theory with the SMD roughly equal to the radial integral scale of the liquid turbulence.
4. Drop-size distributions after aerodynamic primary breakup, turbulent primary breakup, and secondary breakup all exhibited MMD/SMD ratios of roughly 1.2 and agreed reasonably well with Simmons's root-normal drop-size distribution. 23 This is a useful simplification because the entire drop-size distribution is known if a single moment, like SMD, can be found.
5. An expression for the range of drop sizes that can be formed from the turbulent primary breakup mechanism was developed and indicated the dependence of drop size on the integral scale and intensity of liquid-phase turbulence. The expression was generally supported by present measurements. However, the importance of this breakup mechanism for practical injectors having small diameters is questionable.
6. Based on present measurements, more than half of the mass of the spray is contained in drops that are unstable to secondary breakup after aerodynamic breakup, while turbulent primary breakup yields larger drops that have a greater propensity for secondary breakup. Thus, secondary breakup appears to be an intrinsic process of dense sprays in the atomization spray breakup regime.
The conclusions are based on limited measurement for liquid jets having large diameters which have relatively slow flow development rates in comparison to practical injectors and are only provisional pending additional experimental evaluation.
